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REGULARCARDINALSIN MODELS OF ZF
BY

MOTI GITIK
Abstract.

We prove the following

Theorem. Suppose M is a countable model of ZFC and k is an almost huge cardinal
in M. Let A be a subset of k consisting of nonlimit ordinals. Then there is a model NA of
ZF such that S0 is a regular cardinal in NA iff a e A for every a > 0.

0. Introduction. We consider the following question. What are the restrictions in
ZF on the class of all regular cardinals? Clearly, S0 is always regular and Nu, Sw+l0,
SuU and Sa, for a the least s.t. Sa = a, are singular. For a limit a, if Na is regular,
then it is already quite large and its existence is unprovable in ZF. In ZFC, Na+1 is a
regular cardinal for every a. Feferman and Levy [3] proved that it is not true in ZF
alone. They built a model of ZF + "Sj is singular". Combining their method with
Easton's work [2], it is possible to build a model of ZF + "for every a, Xa or Sa + 1 is
singular". Now to make both S„ and Sa+1 some additional assumptions are needed.

Thus, the Dodd and Jensen Covering Lemma [1] implies that at least O1'is needed,
and by Mitchell [11] it looks like at least a hypermeasurable cardinal is needed. On
the other hand, a model of ZF + "Va > 0 Na is a singular cardinal" is constructed
in [5] from the much stronger assumption Con(ZFC + "V«3k > a k is strongly
compact"). The simplest question, which is unclear how to handle by methods of [5],
is the following. Is there a model of ZF s.t. those regular alephs are only N0 and Hx!
Or, for example, let A = {a + I20\a g On}. Is there a model of ZF s.t. those
regular alephs are exactly {Sa\a G A U {0}}, i.e., N0,N120,N240,...?
We shall prove the following
Theorem.

Suppose M is a countable model of ZFC and k is an almost huge cardinal

in M. Let A be a subset of k consisting of nonlimit ordinals. Then there is a model NA of
ZF s.t. those regular alephs are exactly {NJa G A U {0}}.

As an immediate consequence we obtain
Theorem. If ZFC + (3k) (k is an almost huge cardinal) is consistent, then there is a
model M of ZFC s.t. for every class A of M consisting of nonlimit ordinals there exists
a model NA ofZFs.t.
those regular alephs are exactly {NJa E^U
{0}}.

Notice, that for A = 0 it gives a model with all uncountable
the assumption here is stronger than those of [5].

Sa's singular, but
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The proof of our main theorem uses the combination of Levy, Prikry and Radin
forcing techniques.
We refer to Jech's book [7] for most terminology and notation,

to [9 or 15] for
large cardinals used here, and to [4, 12 and 14] for the Radin forcing. Let us
summarise here only the more used notions.
On denotes the class of all ordinals. For a set A and a cardinal k, ¡2Pk(A)is the set
of all subsets of A having cardinality less than k. For P ^ ¿PK(A), o(P) denotes the
order type of P, if A is a set of ordinals. For an ordinal A > k and « g w, let

[&K(X)Ybe the set of all the sequences <{?,,...,Q„) such that Q} g &>k(\), Qj fl k
is an ordinal and 0(0/) < Q¡r n k for every;' <j, 1 «/',/
< n. Let [&k(\)]<a =
U^J&k^)]".
Aîilter&ro\er0>K(A)isîineif
{P\a g P} g 3? for every a e A.^is
normal if, for every set of positive measure B and every choice function Fon B (i.e. a
function F such that F(P) g P for every P g B — {0}), there exists B' £ 5, where
5' is of positive measure such that F is constant on B'. For a cardinal X > k, k is
A-supercompact if there exists a «-complete, fine and normal ultrafilter on &K(\). k
is supercompact if k is A-supercompact for every cardinal \ > k. k is < Asupercompact if k is /?-supercompact for every cardinal ß < X. k is an almost huge
cardinal if there is an elementary embedding of V into M, where M is a transitive
class s.t. j(a) = a for a < k, j(k) > k and M is closed under sequences of its
elements of length < /(k).

1. The forcing notion. Suppose that k is an almost huge cardinal in a countable
model M of ZFC. Let j: M -» N be an elementary embedding so that k is the first
ordinal moved and N is closed under </( Resequences of its elements. For every
cardinal a, k < a <j(k), we can define a normal measure ju on !?K(a) by setting
jtt( A") = 1 iffy "(a) S /(Af). Hence k is </(ic)-supercompact
and the same is true in
N since it is closed enough to include all such measures.

Let us consider

the set of all

ordinals a < k which are < /c-supercompact. By elementarily of j, this set is
unbounded in k. Hence its image under/ is unbounded in/(tc). For a cardinal a < k
(or k < a </(«)) we shall denote by a* the least < K-supercompact (or </(*)supercompact) cardinal above a.
Let a < ß < k be regular cardinals. We shall denote by Col(a, ß) the Levy
collapse of all cardinals below ß to a, i.e., Col(a, ß) = { /|/is a partial function from
j3x«
into ß, s.t. I/I < a and, for every yx < ß, y2 < a in the domain of /,
f(yx, y2) < yx}. The order on Col(a, ß) is the inclusion.
Suppose now that a is /3-supercompact.
We shall denote by i?(a,ß)
the supercompact Prikry forcing on &a(ß), i.e.,
&>(a,ß) is the set of all finite sequences (QX,...,Q„, B), where (Qx,...,Qn)
g
[^a(ß)]"< Qi n " is a cardinal for 1 </'<«,
B is a set of measure one for some
fixed a, ß normal measure on £?a(ß), and, for every Q g B and Q 2 Qn, Q n k is a
cardinal and Q n k > 0(ß„),
where 0(ö„)
is the order type of Qn. Let
<Ô,i>---.Ô,„,.^>e^(«./5).'e2.Then(Ô01,...,ô0„o,50><<Ô11,...,Ô1„i,fi1>

if
(a)n0

< «!,

(b)<ßo1,..-,Öo»0>-<Öi1.---»Oi»0>.
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(c) Bx S B0, and
(d)(QfnB+f,...,Qfni)tz-[B0}"^"°.
Notice that for a = ß, it is the usual Prikry forcing. More involved forcing notion

of such kind was used by Magidor in [10].
Using the almost huge embedding / let us define by induction a sequence of
measures M<K+= (tiß\ß < k+) of length K+on^(ic*)
(l)ju0(A-)=lif(/"(K*),
0>g/(A-).

X VKas follows:

(2) H(X) = 1 if </"(**), (itß,\ß' < ß)) e/(A").
Let R be the supercompact Radin forcing with M<l(+. We refer to [4, 14] for the
detailed definitions. Let us only mention how a condition in R looks. It is a finite
sequence
«J>0, u0, B0),. . . ,(P„, u„, Bn),(M<K+, B)),
where <P0„ . . ,Pn) g
[¿?k(k*)]", B is a sequence of sets of measure one for M<K+, and, for every i,

1 < i < n, the following hold:
(1) P, n k is a cardinal.
(2) (P¡ O k)* = O(Pf), i.e., 0(P¡) is the least < K-supercompact above P¡ n k.
(3) w, is a sequence of measures over &p nK((P¡ n k)*) X VP nic, or u¡ = 0 and
then we shall omit it often.
(4) Bi is a sequence of sets of measure one for the sequence of measures «,.
Finally let P be the finite support iteration of R, Col(a, ß) and @(y, 8) for all
regular cardinals a, ß,y,8 < k s.t. a < ß and y is ô-supercompact.
Clearly, if we force with P, then everything below k+ is collapsed to w. But we are
interested in some submodels of a generic extension of P.

2. The group of automorphisms. Let us separately define groups of automorphisms

of RO(Col(y, 5)), RO(á»(a, ß)) and RO(R) for every regular a, ß, y, 8 s.t. y < 8 and
a is yS-supercompact. (RO stands for regular open.) Then taking their direct product,
we shall define the group of automorphisms of RO(P).
First let y < 8 < k be regular ordinals. For every set B = {(/?, irß)\ß G B} s.t. B
is a set of ordinals between y and 5 of cardinality less than y and, for every j3efi,
trß is a permutation of ß which moves less than y ordinals, we define an automorphism tTgof Col(y, 8) as follows. ig(/>) = q, where (£, vx, vf) g q iff
(1)ÉÍ Band{í,
Vf, v2) G p,
(2)íe£
and, for some v3 < $ s.t. tr^vf) = v2 (£, vx, vf) e p.
Let í^,(y, 8) be the group that consists of such w^'s.
Such automorphisms were used by Levy [8] in the construction of a model of ZF
with N x of countable cofinality.
Now let us define automorphisms for the forcing @(ol, ß). Let °U be the fixed
normal ultrafilter over @>a(ß). Let p = (Px,... ,P„, A) and q = (Qi,...,QN,
A) be
elements of &(a, ß). Our aim is to define an automorphism m of RO(P(a, ß))
which takes p to q. It is enough to define tr only on a dense subset of @>(a,ß). Let
D = {r e £?(a, ß)\r ^ p or r ^ q or r is incompatible with both p and q}. Clearly
D is a dense open subset of ¡?(a, ß). We define it
on D. Let re/).
If r is
incompatible with both p and q, then let irp q(r) = r. Otherwise r > p or r > q. Let
us assume that r > p. In case r ^ q the definition is the same except that P's must
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be replaced by Q's. There are PN+i,...,PN+m g A and A' ç A, A' g ^ s.t. r =
(Px,...,PN,PN+x,...,PN+m,A').

Set »M(r)-<ß1>...,-ß1,,.Pw+1,..k,PW4j1„ul«>.

Then, clearly, mpq(r) G 0>(a, ß), fp,q(r) > q and so it is in D.
Such defined ir is an automorphism of D since it is one-to-one and preserves the
order. Let @2(a, ß) be the group of automorphisms of RO(í?(a, ß)) generated by
all such it , i.e., where/), q G @>(a, ß) are of the same length and have the same set
of measure one. We shall call/?, q as above similar conditions.
Finally let us define a group of automorphisms '¡§3of RO(R) for the supercompact
Radin forcing R. The construction of <$3will be similar to &2(a, ß).
For an element P of&K(ic*), let CP: P «-»O(P) be the transitive collapse of P.

Definition 2.0. Letp = {(Px,ux, Af),...,(PN,uN,
AN), (M<K+,A)} and q =
Kßi> üi» ^i)>- ■->(ô/v'» vN->;BN,,, (M<K+, B)} be two elements of R. Suppose that
for every i, 1 < i < N:

(1)N = N',
(2)A=B,
(3) w, = 0 iff v,.= 0, and
(4) ut ¥= 0 implies that
(a) P,. n k = g, n k (and hence 0(P,) = (P, n k)* = (ß, n k)* = O(Qff), and
(b) <K„ Bt) = (u„ A,).
Then we say that p and q are similar.
We define an automorphism jrMona dense set D = {r g R|r > /> or r > q or r is
incompatible with both /? and a} for p, q similar elements of R. If r is incompatible
with p and a, then let it (r) = r. Otherwise suppose that r > p (r > q is similar).

Let
p = {</>!, ux, Af),...,(PN,

uN, AN), (M<K+, A)}

q = {<&, Uf, Af),...,(QN,

uN, AN), <M<K+, A)).

and

Then
A2X/>-

r looks

like {(Pxx, «u,^n>,.

■ ■ >\*NnN'

UNnN> AN„N),

• .,<A«,» «i«,. AlHl), (Px,ux, A'x/, (P2x,u2X,
\P^,

UN, A N),

{Pf^+i,

"#+1,

A N + l) >■ ■ ' >

(PN+m> «AT+m.^Af+m). <M<«+> ^')}> where n¡ and m can be equal to 0.

Set
•"2l)>-

np,q(r) " «Oil'
• • i\QNnN'

"ii» Ai>.- • -»(öln,.

UNn„' ANnN)'

«1«,. ¿i*,}.

\Qn-> UN> An),.

<ßi. «i. A[),

. . ,{PN+i,

"#+1,

<ß21, w21,

A N h 1/' ■ • • '

<^v+m> uN+m> AN+m), (M<K+, A')}, where, for every i,j s.t. 1 « i <AT, 1 <> <:ii(
and w, =£ 0,

Qtj-c^oc^j).
Notice that/» and <7are similar and hence by Definition 2.0(4)(a), 0(i>) = 0(ß;).

Cq1 » Cp is well defined.
Lemma 2.1. it

is an automorphism of D.

So
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First of all let us check that if r > p, then irp,q(r) g D and it is stronger

than q. Let 1 < /' < N. If ni, # 0, then let us show that
«Ca.

is addable

"a- An),..

-,(Q,n¡, ",„,, Aln)}

to q. Notice that n¡ ¥=0 implies w, =£ 0. Suppose that n,, ■#0 and

1 «/ « «... Then CP'(Pij) = C£(ß0) is in ^„. Since a g R, it implies that Q{J 2
ß,_1; Q,j nK> ß,_'i n k (if / > 2). Now since {(PtJ, utJ, AtJ)\l «/ « «,} is addable to/?, {(Q,J,uij,AiJ)\l
</< w,} is addable to a.
So for every /', 1 < /' < N, n, # 0 implies that {(ß,7, u,7, -4,7>|1 </ < «,} is
addable to a. But then ». _(r) G R ano<">,?(r) > °Clearly w

D.

is one-to-one and order preserving. Hence mpq is an automorphism of

D

Let ^3 be the group of automorphisms of RO(R) generated by all such irp q.
Lastly let ^be the direct product of {&x(a, ß), &2(y, 8), &3\a, ß, y, 8 < k regular
cardinals, a < ß, y is 5-supercompact}. ^is a group of automorphisms of RO(P).
3. The models. Now let us fix some subset A of k in M consisting of nonlimit
ordinals. We are going to define a submodel NA of a generic extension of Af by P.
For every ordinal a > 0, Wa will be a regular in NA iff a g A. Our strategy will be as
follows. First, we construct a set A(G) in M [G] (where G is now a fixed generic
subset of P) which contains all the information about the structure of cardinals of
NA. Second, we consider H M D( A(G)), the class of all sets hereditarily M-definable
over A(G); see Jech [7] for the definitions. And finally, we set NA = the set of all
elements of HMD(A(G)) of rank less than «. Using the fact that the length of the
Radin forcing is k +, we prove that NA is a model of ZF.
3.1. Construction of A(G). Let us first introduce some notation. For a forcing
notion P let P denote a generic subset of P. By the Radin sequence we mean the set
Rs= {P g &>KM(K*)\3p
g R P appears in p}. Let the ordinal part of the Radin
sequence be the set Rso = {a < k|3P g Rs P n k = a}. Notice that both Rs and
Rso are increasing and continuous. Rso is unbounded in « and for every P G 0>^(k*)
there is ß G Rs, Q D P. Let Rsl = { P g Rf\P is a limit point of Rs} and Rsol = {a
< <c|a is a limit point of Rso).
The class of all cardinals of NA will be equal to the set E = {a < k\<x g Rso¡ or
a = ß* for an element ß of Rsol) U {to, w*}. Let (a„|»' < k) be the increasing

continuous

enumeration

of E. Then in NA we shall have N„ = a„(v < k). In order to

insure that NA 1=S„ regular iff p g .4, let us do the following. If v g A or v = 0,
then we add to A(G) the information about the Levy collapse between a„ and a„+1.
Otherwise we shall add to >4(G) information from the supercompact Radin forcing
or supercompact Prikry forcing about collapsing cardinals between a„ and a„+1,
namely, if v = v' + 2k + 1, then add from the Prikry forcing, else from the Radin
forcing (where v' is the maximal limit ordinal < v and k g u).
Now let us do the above formally. Suppose an ordinal v is less than k and ß is a
cardinal in the interval [a„, a„+1).
n G w. We consider few cases.

Let v = v' + n, where v' is a limit ordinal and
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(l)v' > Oandn = 0. Define

A,(ar, ß) = (c;'(aJ(/>)

ñ ß \P e Äs/, /> ç />(«,) and C^/S)

g />},

where Pía,,) is the element of Rs s.t. /»(a„) n k = a„ and CP(a }: P(aJ

<->0(P(a„))

is the transitive collapse of P(a„).

(2) « = 2k for some k G « - {0}. Define

A>„

0) = {cP'(at)(P) n j8|J» g Ä, and if
v' # 0 or (*' = 0 and k > 1), then /»(«v+iiofc-i)) cfc

P(a„)|.

(Notice that in this case all P's except P(af) are nonlimit points of Rs. In the
previous case, only limit P 's, i.e., members of Rsl, are considered.)

(3) n = 2k + 1 for some k G « - {0}. Define
^(a,,

/?) = (P n /S | there is/? g &(av,av+f)

s.t. P appears in p}.

(4) n # 0 or n = 0 a«d p' = 0. Define
Cbl(av,ß)=

[P\

ß \p^Cbl(av,av

Now define A'(G) to be the set {xv(ß)\v
where:

+ f)}.

< k, ß is a cardinal s.t. a„ < ß < a„ + 1},

(a) if ? # 0 is limit, then x,,(ß) = Rs(a„, ß),

(b) if p G A U {0}, then jc„(/î) = Côl(a„, ¿8),
(c) if v is nonlimit and v £ A, then, say, v = v' + n for a limit ordinal p' and

« g w - {0};

(1) if n = 2k, then x,(ß) = *,(<*„ j8),
(2) if n = 2k + 1, then x„()3) = <^(a„, /?).
Such defined A'(G) already contains all the information we need about collapsing
cardinals. The problem is that this set is not symmetric enough to insure that all a„
remain cardinals in HMD(A'(G)). So we shall define a more symmetric set A(G)

using A'(G).
First let us fix names for elements of A'(G). Let us start with the sequence
(av\v < k)

and

define

a canonical

name

a„ of a„. Notice

that

a condition

{(P, u, A)} g R forces " the order type of R, below P is equal to
min(PnK,wleng,h("))"-

Fix an ordinal v, 1 < p < k. Let u ■v = ws° • m0 + ws> • mx + ■■■ + us" ■m„,
where 80> • • • > 8n > 0, m0,... ,mn g w - {0} and +,-, us are as in the ordinal

arithmetics. Set
D(v) ={ p e P\p I Ris stronger than some condition q
= {<P,7/, «,,-, By|>|i < n, 1 </, < m,} U{(M<K.,

B)}

such that min(P,1 n k, wlen8,h(""') = Ô, and length(«,7)

= min(P(1 n k, lengthíí/.-,)) for every/ < jt,l

</<

mj.
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Then every element/) of D(v) knows what the (to • v)tb member of Rs is going to be.
Namely, for q as above it will be Pnm n k. Let v = v' + k where v' is a limit ordinal
and k is equal to mn or 0. Then p determines av, + 2k. More than that, it determines
every a„. + r for r < 2k + 1. Thus a^+2* wm be Pn„,n n k for every/, 1 </ < m„ (in

case A:* 0), <v +2; = Pnj n k and <v+2,+i = (<v+2,)* for every i < k. Clearly
different p's can determine different values for av, +r (r < 2A: + 1). So let us denote
°y 'V +rC/O'V +r determined by/?.
Also notice that the set D(i') is a dense open subset of P.
Now we are ready to define the canonical name a„ of a„. Set
a,=

{(p,a:(p))\p<=D(v)}.

Now let us define canonical

names for {xv(ß)\ß,

v < k, av < ß < av+f).

Let

ß be a cardinal less that k. For a condition p = {(P0, «0, P0),...,(P„,
un, Bf),
(M<K>, /})} in R and a s.t. Pm C\ k = a for some m < «, let us denote by/?|(a, /?)
the set (Cpm(P¡) n ß|/ < m, w, # 0 and /? g C'P'(P,)) if a ^ ß < a*, or the set
( P,- n k | / < m and «, =£ 0 ) otherwise.
Now let p < k be an ordinal. Consider the following cases.

Case 1. y # 0 is a limit ordinal. Set
x¿$)

= {(p,(plR)l(av(p),ß))

\p<Z-D(v)}

( p is the canonical name of/)).

Case 2. p g A U {0}. Define

*,(£)

= {(P,(p[

Col{a„(p),av

+ x(p))) r («„(/>),/?)>

\p G £>(„)};

where for q G Col(y, Ô)

?r(y>¿) = /$rCol(y,£)
I0

ify < I < s,
otherwise.

Case 3. f is nonlimit and v £ A. Let v = v' + n for a limit ordinal ?' and
n e to - {0}.

Subcase 3.1. « = 2A: for A:g « - {0}. Let /> - {<P„ «„ P,>, <Af<K+,P>|/ < »}
G Z)^) C R =df {</ [• R|t7 G £>(?)}. Then for some wt < m2 < n,
P„„ n K = a„_2(/>)

and

P„,2 n k = <*„(/>)•

Notice that the length of um must be equal to one. Let us denote by p \ (av(p), ß)
the set (Cp (Pf) n ß\mx < i < mf) if cx„(p) < ß < a„ + x(p), or the empty set
otherwise.

We set

xJJ)_={(p,(p[R)[(av(P),ß))

\p<ED(v)}.

Subcase 3.2. n = 2k + 1 for k g u. Let a = (ß1;.. .,ß„, P> g 0>(y, 8). We denote

q[(y,è)=i^nL---Q"n^
I0

ifV<l<5,
otherwise.
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Define

*,{ß) = {{p,{PfP{«ÂP),«.+ x{p)))\ M Piß))
It completes the definition of (xv(ß)\v

\P*D(v)}.

< k, ß is a cardinal less than k).

Lemma 3.1.2. Let v, ß < k, ß is a cardinal. Suppose that p g D(v) n G and
av(p) ^ß<
av + x(p). Then\J(iG(xy(ß)))
= x,(ß).
The lemma follows from the definition of xv(ß)We are now ready to define the main set A(G).
Definition
3.1.3. Let ^ be the group of automorphisms defined in §2. Set
A(G) = {ir(xv(ß))\ir g <S, 0 < v < k, ß is a cardinal less than k} and A(G) =
ic(A(G)) = {ic(-n(xv(ß)))\ir
6 <&,0 < v < k, ß is a cardinal less than k}.

3.2. Cardinals in HMD(A(G)). A set A"g M[G] is A/-definable over B. We shall
write A"g MD(fi)

iff there is a formula <psuch that

X= [u\M[G]
for some*!,.

--,xn G A/andyv..

\= <p{u, xx,... ,x„, B,{yx,... ,yk))}
.,yK G B.

Lemma 3.2.1 Let a, < /? < av + 1 for some v < k. Then the cardinality of ß is the
same as the cardinality of a,, in HMD(A(G)).

Proof.

W.l.o.g. let ß be a cardinal in M. If v = 0 or v g A, then ic(x„(ß+))

A(G). So U iG(x,(ß+)) = x„(ß+) = Cöl(av, ß+) g HMD(A(G)).
lapsed to a„ in ÜMD(A(G)).

G

Hence ß is col-

Let us assume now that v <£A U {0}. Then U iG(xy(ß)) = x„(ß) is the Prikry or
the Radin sequence to ß. Let us concentrate on the case when it is the Radin
sequence. The proof for the Prikry sequence is really included in this case. We can
refer also to [6, Lemma A.2] for the Prikry case. The claim below is its analog for
Radin forcing and uses the same idea. So let (PT n ß\r < £) be the supercompact
Radin sequence restricted to ß, or its large enough subsequence used in x„(ß), where
| < a „ is its order type. The lemma follows from the following
Claim. In M[(Pr n ß\r < £)] for every y, a„ < y < ß, there is a sequence of sets
<5TY|t < Í) suchthat:

(l)W|<a„
(2)U{P7|T<£} = y,
(3) (P/|t < ¿) is an increasing sequence, and
(4) PT7can be defined over Af using only (PT- n /?|t' < t).
Proof. We shall define such sets by induction on y. Set B"" = PT n a„. Suppose

(Bf \t < |> is defined for every y' < y. Let us define (BJ\t < £).
Case 1. |y|M = a for a < y. Let/ g Af be a one-to-one function from a onto y. Set
Bf=f"(BTa).
Case 2. cf My > «„. Set BJ = U{5TU(,>"ni"|T' < t}.
Case 3. cf M y < a„. Let (y„|5 < ô0 < a„> G Af be a cofinal sequence to y. Define

BJ = (J{B?\8<80).
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The cardinality of BJ in Af[(P, n ß\ii < £>] is less that a„ since (BJS\8 < 50> g
M[(Pn n ß\rj < t>] and a„ is a regular cardinal in this model of the claim.

D

Lemma 3.2.2. Let v < k be an ordinal. Suppose v £ A U {0}. Then av is singular in

HMD(A(G)).
Proof. In this case x„(a„) is the Radin or Prikry sequence to a„.
The statement of the lemma holds clearly if x„(a„) is the Prikry sequence or it is
the Radin sequence of order type less than a„. Let us assume that xr(af) = R(av, af)
is the Radin sequence to av of order type a„. Since R, the supercompact Radin
forcing, was of the length k+, by [4] every limit point a of the Radin sequence Rso
will be singular in M[R], since it has a sequence measure of length < a+. In our
case we know only the sequence of ordinals Rso n av and we have no information
about measures, but it is really enough. By [14] it is possible to reconstruct in
M[Rso n a„] a Radin forcing on a„ of a length less than or equal to the length of the
Radin forcing on a„ which is being used. Hence a„ is singular in M[Rso n a,].
However, the reconstructed forcing turns out to be the same forcing that we are
using. Since the length of the last one is < af, it has no repeat points. D
Now we would like to show that every a„ is a cardinal in KMD(A(G)) and that,
for v G A U {0}, af is regular. In order to do this, we first shall show how to shrink
the set of conditions to determine elements of HMD(A(G)).
Suppose

is a formula which may also contain some parameters from M. Let p g D(vf) n
• • • n D(vn) C\ G, i.e.,/» already knows a„,... ,av. Now P is the direct product of R,
Col(a, ß) and !P(y, 8) for lot of ordinals a, ß, y, 8. Sop may contain some irrelevant
information. Let us shrink it to a condition containing the information only from the
forcing notions needed to determine x„ (ßx),... ,xv (ß„).
W.l.o.g. we assume that parameters irxxv (ßx),...,trnxp
(/?„) in <p are ordered in
such a way that the following holds for some 0 = m0 < mx < m2 < m3 < m4 = n:
i < i' implies vt < v¡, and, in case v¡ = v¡., ß, < ßr for every i, i', j s.t./ g {1,2,3,4}

and i, i' g (mj_v w-].
Also:
1. If 1 < / < mx, then
xv¡ ( ßi ) is the name of Col( a„ ,/?,.).

2. If mx < i < m2, then

*,,(&■) is the name pf ^(«„,, ßi,),
3. If m2 < i < m3, then
p, is nonlimit and xv(ßl)

is the name of R(av,

ßt).

4. If m3 < i < m4, then
vt is a limit ordinal and xv(ßi)

is the name of R ( a „, ß,).
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For a g P stronger than p and ;', / g to, 1 < / < n = m4, 1 </ < 4, we shall
denote by a(/, /') the restriction of q to Col(a„, a„ +1) if / = 1, 0 < I < mx, or to
¡?(av, a„ +1) if/ = 2, Wj < í < w2, or to R if / e {3,4}, w2 < i < rw4. We also
denote by /?, the cardinal /?/ for 1 </ < 4 and i g (m,^, m ■],where /', wy > V > /',
is the maximal s.t. vr = v¡. Clearly, ßt = max{/?,-<|»j • > i' ^ i, v¡>= »>,}.

Lemma 3.2.3. For every q > p
alh

<p(tTfxPi(ßf),...,7r„xyn(ß„),A(G))

( or its negation ) iff

(?(y.0|l

</<4,m,_i

< i < m,) II- «p(g!*,,(&),...,ycy.(/BLj

, ¿.(6))

(or /7s negation).

Proof. It is obvious since if a II- qp and some condition stronger than (q(j, i)\
1 </ < 4, mj_f < i < /m ■) forces -,(p, then there are qx, q2 g P and w g ^ such

that
(a)7r(fl,)

= a2,

(b) 77is identity on R,Col(a„,a„+1)(l
< i < mx),9>(av, a„ +1) (/«! < /' < mf),
(c) öj II- <pand q2 II- -, tp.
But it is impossible since such it preserves all the names
<nxxVi(ßx),...,TT„xVn{ß„),A(G).

D

The proof of the next lemma is standard and based on the homogeneity of the
Levy collapse.

Lemma 3.2.4 For every q ^ p
q\r-

<p(7TxxVi(ßx)

,...,TTnX„(ß„)

, A(G))

or its negation iff

(q(hi)f

{u,lJi)\0<i<ml)"(q(j,i)\

2</<4,>ny_i

< i < roy)

forces the same.

Now we shall shrink the information from the supercompact Prikry and Radin
forcings. Let us first explain the difference here from the Levy collapse. For
simplicity we deal with the Prikry case. Let ß g [a„,a„+1). Every automorphism
it G &2 of&(av, ap+x), s.t. for P G &>afav+f), tr(P) n ß = P n ß, will preserve the
name xv(ß). But if we have the name pxv(ß) for some automorphism p, then
irpx„(ß) = px„(ß) will not always be true. It cannot happen in the Levy collapse
case, since automorphisms there were defined coordinatewise.
Let us start with the Prikry case. W.l.o.g. we can assume that w, G <^2(a„, a„+1)
for every ¡, mx < i < m2. Fix some presentation of ir¡ (mx < i < mf) as
m

P,l,-1,l,

o

...

o w

Pu.In'
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where /?,7, ¿7,7 are similar conditions
extend/? to a condition/?' in G s.t.
(1) p(2, i)=p\

in @(av¡,av+x)

&(av¡, a,¡ + 1) may be different
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(see §2 for definitions).

We

from p'(2, i) = p' \ @(av¡, a„ +1)

only for m1 < i < m2,
(2) for every i, j, mx < i < m2,j < /,, the length of the Prikry sequence inp'(2, i)
is greater than or equal to the length of the Prikry sequence in pi}, and the set of
measure one in/?'(2, i) is contained in the set of measure one in/?, .
Notice that (2) implies that p' is either incompatible with both p¡¡, q¡j, for every
i, /, mx < i < m2,j < /,, or is stronger than one of them.
For simplification of the notation let us denote such/?' by p.
Lemma 3.2.5. Suppose qx, q2> p satisfy the following conditions:
(a) qx(j, i) = q2(j, i), for everyj G {1,3,4} and i G (mj_x, mf],
(b) qx(2, i) and q2(2, i) are similar

conditions

in ¡?(av,

av +1) and qx(2,i)\

(a , /?,) = q2(2, i) r («„., ßf>for every i g (mx, m2\ Then

<7i»- vjwix^jfii) ,...,wmx,m(ß„\, A(G))

iff
q2\h

Proof.

<c{-TTxxVi(ßx),...,t7„x%(/?„)

, A(G)).

It is enough to show that for every i g (mx, m2]

P "-"^(2,Q.ft(2,/)(^*>,(A))
Then it = irqt(2,n,, + iu2(2,m, + i) » ••;

= "i*,,(ft-)"-

° %(2,m2),?2<2,«2) will take qx to q2 and /? will

force "•n"TTixp(ßi) = 77,x „(/},)" for every /, 1 < /' < n.

Let us fix some i g (mx, m2\ We denote /?(2, /), qx(2, i), q2(2, i) by p, qx, q2 and
77——by it. It is enough to show that

•afp lh wf! o w o ff,(x,t(ft))
Set Z) = {r g 0>(av,av<Jrf)\r

= x,(ft)

.

> w,(/?), the length of the Prikry sequence

in r is

greater than in qx and the set of measure one of r is contained in that of qf). Such D
is clearly a dense open set above ir¡(p). Also, by the definition of automorphisms for
^(av¡,

a„ +1), n ï D: D -> &(av,

%.«/,, 0-<J<

av +1). By the choice of /?, the same is true for

'.)■ So «T1° w ° M ¿>:Ö -* &(*,,, ar¡+1).

Claim. For every r g Z)
7r,.-1oWoWi(r)r

(aP/,A)-rr

(a„_,/8,).

Let us first show how the lemma follows from the Claim.
Let x = {(irf1 o m o w¡(r), r f (ö,(, ß,)) ¡wf1 ° 77o W/(r) G L>}. Then
TT¡P lh W,"1o 77 o 77,.(X„ (¿8,) ) = X.

For every r g D, r' = trf1 ° 77° 77,(r) G ^(a^,

a„( + 1) and t^-1 ° 77° 77,(r') = r. Hence

x = {(r, (77,"1» 77» 77,(r)) f (ap¡, /?,)) \r G D}. Applying the Claim, we obtain that
x = {(r,r}{ari,ßt))\r*D}.
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Then, clearly,
77,/3 lh xv(ß,)

= x.

Proof. Let
p={Px,...,PN,B),
~q~x=(Px,...,PN,Qxx,...,QXs,C),

~q~2=(Px,...,PN,Q2x,...,Q2s,C).
By condition (b) in the statement of the lemma,

ßi> n A - Q2j n ßi for every/, 1 < j < s.
Let r ^ D and r' = 77,"1° 77° 77,(r). Set r(0) = r. For every j, lj ^ / ^ 1, set

i.e., r(/)

= Tinpijqij(r(j - 1)). Let r'(/,) = *(#•(/,)). For every/, /, >/ > 0, set

'•'O')- <,«,♦,(''(>+ D)Then r' = r'(0).
Notice that, since r > 77,(/>)and, by the choice of/?, 77,cannot change anything in
/? above (P,,.. .,PN), all the elements in the Prikry sequence of r with index greater
than N belong to B. Also the set of measure one in r is contained in B. The same

holds for r(j) (1 </ < /,).
Let us prove by induction on/ g [0, /,] that the following holds:
(*)

r(j)

= r'(j),

or
r(j)=(Rx,...,RN,Qkx,...,Qks,RN+x,...,RM,E),
r'{j)

=(Ri,-.,RN,

Qk'X>---'Qk's> RN+X'--->RM> E)

for some Rx,... ,RM, E and k * A', A, k' g {1,2}.
The statement

= r [ (ap, ßj.
every/',

( * ) for/ = 0 together with (b) implies that 77,"1» 77° 77,(r) \ (av, /?,)

For/ = /,, (*) holds by the definition of 77. Suppose it holds for

/; > j' > j. Let us prove ( * ) for/. By the definitions,

Ki + l) = %+1„/y+1('-(/))

and

If r(j + 1) = r'(j

+ 1), then also r(j) = r'(j).

Suppose that r(j + 1) * r'(j

Then for A # A', A, A' g {1,2} and for someRx,.. .,RM, E
r(j+l)=(Rx,...,RN,Qkx,...,Qks,RN+x,...,RM,E)

and
r'(j+l)=(Rx,...,RN,Qk,x,...,Qk,s,RN+x,...,RM,E).

+ 1).
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By our assumptions on /? and the remark above, either r(j) is incompatible with
both /?,7+1 and qiJ+x or it is stronger than one of them. Suppose first that r(j) is
incompatible with both/?,7+1 and qij+f. Then r(j + 1) = r(j). The Prikry sequence
of Ptj+i is not an initial segment of (Rx,... ,RN) or if it is an initial segment, say
(Rf,...,RN,),
then some P^» (N' < N" < N) does not belong to the set of
measure one of /?,, + 1, since otherwise r(j + 1) > /?,7+1 by the remark above. The
same holds for qij+x. But by (*), r'(j + 1) starts from the same sequence
(Rx,.. -,RN). Hence r'(j + 1) is also incompatible with both/?,7+1 and qu+x. Then

r'(j) = r'(j + !)• So (*) is satisfied.
Now let us assume that r(j) > piJ+x. In case r(j) > qiJ+x the argument is the
same. Then r(j + 1) > a,7+1. By the choice of/? it implies that (Rx,.. .,RN, B) >
qli+x. By the remark above, E ç B and (Qkx,...,Qks,

RN+X,...,RM)

G [B]s+M~N

for k = 1,2. Then r'(j + 1)> q¡j+i and, by the definition of wp q

, r(j) and

r'( /) satisfy ( * ). This completes the induction.
D
Now let us consider the case i g (m2, m4], i.e., x„ (/?,) is the name of R(av, /},).

W.l.o.g. every 77,g <^3 for / G (m2, m4]. Let us fix for every m2 < / < m4 a
presentation
77„
„ ° ••• ° n„Pn-Qn■ of 77,,
where»,,,
a,, are similar conditions in R. As
r
Pi/i-liii
'
rtJ7 ^'J
in Lemma 3.2.5 we shall first extend p. For every /' g (m2, m4] and / g [1, /,],
(ß, v) appears in /?,7 with v ¥= 0. Let us add top t R some (P, u) s.t. P O k = ß
n k if it is possible. Let/?(0) be such an extension. Now if, for some i g (m2, m4]
and/ g [1, /,], (Q, u, B) appears in/?,7 with u # 0 and some (P, u, C) appears in
p(0) \ R, then we replace C in p(0)\ R by C n B. Let us denote such an extension

ofp(0) by p.
Notice that, for every /' G (m2, m4], 1 </</„/?
C R or any element of R similar
to it is either incompatible with both/?,7, a,7 or stronger than any one of them.
Let us first consider the case i g (m2, m3], i.e., v¡ is a nonlimit ordinal. Here we
are almost in the situation of Lemma 3.2.5, since the fragment of R we really use in
this case is isomorphic io^(av,
av +x).
For v < k, let us denote by P(v) the element P that appears

in p { R s.t.

P n k = a„, if there is such a P.
Since p&D(vx)n

■■■n D(v„)

for i g (m2, m3], P(v¡-2)

and

P(vf)

are

defined.
Lemma 3.2.6. Suppose qx, q2> p satisfy the following conditions:

(a) qx(j, i) = q2(j, i) for every j g {1,2} and i g (w,_1; mf\,
(b) qx \ R and q2 \ R are similar,
(c)for every i g (m2, m3],

(qxlR)l

{a,t,ßi)

= (q2\R)t{a,i,ßi),

(d) u = 0 for every (Q, u, B) belonging to qx \ R - q2 \ R or to q2 C R - qx { R,
and there exists i g (m2, m3] s.t. P(>',_2) c Q c P(vf).

Then
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iff
q2 Ih cp^x^ßf)
-

,...,»„*(&)
-

, A(G)).

Proof. Let us denote/? \ R, q1 f R, q2 f R by/?, qly q2. Set 77= v——. It is enough
to show that for every /' g (m2, m3]
tt,p Ih 77,-1o n o 77,(x,(;8,.))

= x,(ft)

.

Set D' = {r G R|r > /?; for every / G (w2, m3] the length of the sequence in r
between P(»',_2) and P(p,) is greater than this length in qx and the set of measure
one for P(v¿) in r is contained in that for a,}. This set is dense and open above/?. By
the definition of automorphisms, /? and D', and for every i g (m2, m4] and

1 </ < /,, wpiq¡ t D': D' -» R, 77r £>': D' -> R and tt/1 » tt • v, [ D': D' -> R. Set
D = irf'(D'). fríen the above is true for D.
As in Lemma 3.2.5, the lemma follows from the following
Claim. For every /' g (m2, m4], r g D,
V7,-I°77c7r,(r)r

Proof.

{av,ßl)

= r\

(<*,,,&).

Let / g (m2, m4), r g D and r' = 77,"1° 77° 77,(r). For every / < /, we

define r(j), r'(j) as in Lemma 3.2.5.
Now for every/ < /, the following hold:
(•)

r(j)

= r'(j),

or

(1) for every (P, t?, T) g r(j), v # 0 implies (R, v, T) G r'(j),
(2) for every (P, u) that appears in p with u # 0 there is a ß s.t. (ß, w) appears
in r(j),
(3) for every P G r(/)(r'(/)),
if there is no A G (w2, w3] s.t. a„ _2 < R n k < a„,
thenPGr'(/)(r(/)),
(4) for / g (w2, w3] let P^,

- 2) and P(u,) (which appear in r(/))

R(v, - 2) n k = a

2 and

Then the sequence between R(v¡ - 2) and P^,)

P(f,

be s.t.

n k) = <*„.

looks like

( ^l>- • 'RN> Cr(v,) ° Cp(vi)\Qkl)>-- •>Cr(p,) ° Q>(K,)(ß/is)' rn + i>- ■->rm)

in r(j), and like
/ P,,..

in r'(j)

-,RN,

CR(¡,t) ° CP{Vi)(Qk'X),...,CR,Vi)

° CP(Pi)(Qk's),

RN+X,...

for some
Rx,...,RM,Qkx,...,Qks,

Qk,x,.. .,Qk.s g &a¿av¡+l),

k * A', A, A' g {1,2}, suchthat
(PX,...,PN),

(Px,...,PN,Qkx,...,Qks),

(Pf,...,PN,Qk,f,...,QkO

are the sequences between P(v¡ — 2) and P(v¡) in p, qk and a^.

,RM\
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Now in English, ( * ) says that r(j) = r'(j) or they are the same everywhere except
the intervals a„ _2, a„ for / G (m2, m3] and there the difference is as between qx and
q2. Also the measures in r(j), r'(j) are as in/?.
The proof of (*) is based on the argument used in Lemma 3.2.5 except that the
notation here is more complicated. We leave it to the reader.
Now applying (*) for/ = 0, we obtain that r(0) = r = r'(0) = r' or (1), (2), (3)

and (4) in ( * ) hold. Then

Q'(,,,(Q(V) • Cp[ri){QkJ))n ß, = CP'(Pi)(Qkj)n ß, = c;'w(ß,7)

n ß,

= C'R\Vi\cR\Vi)°Ci\Vi){Qk,j))nßi

for every/, 1 < / < s. The equality in the middle holds by (c) of the statement of the
lemma. Hence r \ (av¡, ßf) = r' \ (ar¡, /?,-). D

Now remains the last case i G (m3, m4], i.e., v¡ is a limit ordinal. We have
additional difficulty here since x„ (/},) is not a name for all limit points in the
supercompact Radin sequence (Rs¡) intersected with ßt, but only part of it, namely,
all P PI j8, for P g Rsl s.t. /3, g P. The automorphisms of R do not, in general,
preserve the property "/}, g P ".
Let us fix an enumeration of all pairs (/', <p> consisting of i g (m2, m4], and
functions <p defined on subsets of /, + 1 (where t7¿= 77^ q¡¡° • • • ° it. q ) s.t., for
every/ g dorn9, <p(/) g {p¡j, a,7}. We shall extend/? step-by-step using on a stage
A^the Ath element in the enumeration. Suppose that/? =/?-1</?°<
••• </?*~1are
defined. Let (/', <p>be the Ath element in the enumeration. Let 5 = domtp ç /,. + 1.

Ifí = 0, then set/?* = pkl.

Let ß(i, <p)be the ftth element of P(v¡). Let

(QjO,<p)\j<Hi,9))- (ejfo <p)\j<Hu«p)>
be the increasing enumeration of all limit points ß that appear in/?* s.t. ß fl k < a„

and ß((, <jp)G Q. Set ß(j, i, tp) = ß(i, <p)for every/ < k(i, <p).
Suppose now that s ^ 0. Let s = {/0,-■-,//}• For notational simplicity, always
assume that <p(/) = ptj. Also for a while let us drop the indexes k, i,jr and denote
pk IR by /?, v¡ by v, ßt by ß, av by a„, pijr by /?r and a,7 by qr for every r < /.

If there is no r g R s.t.

a)r>Po,
(2) for every/

< /, r(j

+ 1) = áirrp¡q¡ o ■• • o 77/,oJr)

> /?y+1,

(3)r(/+l)
= WM/(r(í))>/»,
then we do not change/?.
Suppose otherwise. Let r g R satisfy the conditions (l)-(3).
for/ </,/?(/)
= 77p-i(/?(/+1)).

Set/?(/ + 1) = /? and,

Lemma 3.2.7. (a) p is stronger than q¡ and, for every j, 0 < j < /, «/?(/) is stronger
than pj and qj_f.

(b) r(j) > p(j)for
Proof.

everyj < / + 1.

We shall prove (a) and (b) simultaneously. /? is compatible with <?/since

r(l + 1) is stronger than p and a;. But then, by the definition of /?, /? > q¡. Hence
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P(') = Vp^iP) > Pi- P(') < r(l) since r(0 = •Ví,C(/ + !)) and "¿?, is order Pre"
serving. Now r(/) = 77^ i?/ <(r(l - 1)) and by (2) r(l - 1) > p,_x. Hence r(l) > o,^.
So /?(/) and g,^ are compatible. The definition of/? implies then that/?(/) > g,^.
Continuing in such a way we obtain that (a) and (b) hold for every/. D
Notice that the lemma implies that /?(0) satisfies the conditions (1), (2), (3) and
that every r which satisfies (l)-(3) is stronger than/?(0).
For q g D(v) let us denote by P(q, v) the element P that appears in q s.t.
P n k = av. Let ¿8 be the ßth ordinal in P(p(0), v). Notice that every /?(/)
(/ < / + 1) is similar top and hence it is in D(v). Let (ß°| / < A) be the increasing
enumeration of all elements ß that appear in/?(0) s.t. ß Ç P(p(0), v), ß g Q and ß
is the limit (i.e. the sequence of measures u for which (ß, w) appears in /?(0) is not
empty). Suppose (ß,| / < A) is the corresponding sequence in/?, i.e. Qj n k = ß° n
k. Let /8(/) = C^1 » CQo(ß) for/ < A. Notice that /}(/) does not always equal ß(j')
or does not always belong to Q _ t for/, /' < A.
Lemma 3.2.8. For every j, 0 </ < A, if some <ß -, «, P) g /? tj/jo"(CA'P, v) belongs
to some element in the sequence of sets of measure one, B, then ß(j) g P.

Proof. Since /? and /?(0) are similar, <ß°, u, B) g /?(0). Set P' = C¿¿(C¿'.(P)).
Then <P', v) is addable to /?(0). Hence P' 2 ß^.
So ß g P'. But then ß(j) =
CQ]°CQ«(ß)^P.
D
Let us now define the extension of p. Let (ß0, w0, P0> g /? for some (w0, Bf). We
shrink P0 to a sequence of sets of measure one, B¿, s.t. every (Cq(P), v) belongs to
some member of B¿, ß(0) g P. Let/?' be such an extension of p.
Now let us return to the stage k and the old notation. Set A:(/',<p)= A,

<e?('\ 9)1 j < Hi, <P)>= (Q°j\j < k), (Qj(i, 9)1 / < fc(i,<p)>= <ßy| / < A),
(ß(j, i, q>)\ j < k(i, <p)> = (ß(j)\ j < A> andpk\ R = p',pk\R
= pk~l \ R.
It completes the inductive definition of extensions of p. Let us denote the final
extension by the same letter/?.
Notice that for every (i, <p>s.t. (Qj(i, «p)| / < k(i, <p)) is defined, [Qj(i, <p)| / <

A(/, qp)} = {P|P is a limit point of/? \ Rand ß0(/', <p)ç P ç P(/?, p,)}.
For a limit point ß of p ï R s.t. ß ç P(/?, j/,) for some / g (m3, m4], let
ß(Q) = max{ ^(/, /, <p)| /' g (m2, m4], epis a partial function on /, + 1 s.t., for every

r g dorn<p, <p(r) G {Pir, qir},j < k(i, tp) and ßy(i, <p)= Q}, if j8(/, j, <p)is defined
for at least one such pair (/',<p> or ß(Q) = ßn k otherwise.
Let (Qj(p)\ j < N) be the increasing enumeration of all limit points ß of /? f R
s.t., for some /' g (m3, m4], Q is contained in P(p, v¡). Set ß_i(/?) = 0Lemma 3.2.9. Suppose qx, q2> p satisfy the following conditions:
(a) qx(j, i) = g2(/, /)/or ew/y/ G {1,2}, i g (w^j, wy],

(b) gt f R and q2 \ R are similar,
(c) for every i G (m2, m3], (qx \ R)\ (a„., a„; + 1)= (g2 t R) f (a„., a,i + 1),
(d)/or every j < N, and all limit points Ql of qx and Q2 of q2 s.t. Q1 n k = Q2 n k

andQj_1(p)QQ1QQJ(p),
Q1nß{QJ(p))

= Q2nß{QJ(p)).
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Then

li lh y^i *,,(&).g,\(A).

-4(0))

'//
92 'I" 9(w1X^:i(^,...,77nxJ^J

, ¿(G)).

Proof. Denote/? \ R, qx \ R, q2 \ R by/?, qx, q2. Set 77= 77——.As in the previous
cases, it is enough to show that for every i g (m2, m4]
mfp Ih mf1 ° 77o 771(xy.(^,.))

= Xv.(ßj) .

Set D = {r g R|r > 77,/?; for every (Q,v) that appears in qx some (P,u) with
P n k = ß n k appears in r, or it is impossible to add any such pair to r; if some
(Q, u, B) and (P, u, C) appear in qx and r with u + 0, then C Q B}.
Notice that every r g D or any element of R similar to r is either incompatible
with both qx, q2 or stronger than one of them. Clearly, D is a dense and open subset
of R above mfp. By the definitions of automorphisms /? and D and, for every
i g (w2, m4] and 1 </ < /,,
irPiqrl

D:D->R,ir[

D:D

->R

and

77,"1° 77° 77,[ D: D -> R.

As in the previous cases, it is enough to prove the following
Claim. For every / g (m2, m4] and reí,
77,-1°77o7r,(r)r

{aV:,ß,)

= r\

(«„,,&).

Proof. Suppose r is in D and /' g (m2, m4]. Let us define by induction a function
9 on a subset of /, + 1. If there is no/, 1 </ < /,, s.t. r > /?,.. or r > giy, then let
9=0.
Otherwise we shall define simultaneously the domain [j,\t ^ A} and the
range of 9. Let/0 be the least/, 1 < / < /,, s.t. r > p,¡ or r > g,7.

Set
//>„
^^=\g,7

Suppose ((/,

9(/,))|'

if r >/,,,,
lfr>g,,..

< A') is defined. If there is no/,

77„
„ ° ■■■ ° tt„
„ (r)
Plik,H'ikP'JoliJO

is stronger
°

A' </ ^ /,, s.t. rfc/+J =

that r/?,,
or q,„
then let A = A' and 9 =
'J
"J

{</,. <P(/,)>|f < *}■ Otherwise let/^ + 1 be the least/,

A' </<

/„ s.t. rr+1 > pu

or g,7.

Set

<PWr+J

g,,

otherwise.

Now if r<:+ 1 is not stronger than gj or g2, then 77(r¿+ 1) = rk + x and hence
77,"17777,(r)
= r, where rA+ 1 = r if 9 = 0. Obviously, the statement of the Claim

holds in this case.
Suppose that rk + x > qx (or q2 which is the same). Then r satisfies the conditions
(1), (2), (3) before Lemma 3.2.7 for the pair (/', 9). We proceed now as in Lemma
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3.2.7. By the choice of/?, it is incompatible with both/?,, and g,v or it is stronger than
Pu, or <7,7,
In the first case, /, £ dom9; in the second one, we must have /, = jk since

rk+l > /?• In the same way, for every jk </ < /,, /? is incompatible with both/?^ and
q¡j and then/ > jk, or/? is stronger than ptj or qtj and then/ = /fc. Hence

p(*)=<«<9Jp)= <V

■••°<.4p)-

Applying the same argument to/?(A) and rk = w""1 (^+1) we obtain
"'Jk"'Jk

p{k-l)-^-]iiqijki(pk)^mpijkiqijkio

Continuing,

-..

oWpijkuqjki(Pk).

we have, as in Lemma 3.2.7,

p(0)=dfmp-)oqJp(l))

= np-Joqijo°■■■•<,J/0-<«|-

••• 0<«,(p)-

Now, since r¿.+ 1, 77(r¿+ 1) > /?, it follows that, for every t < A,

r'k-, =ét*Pt_,qiJJrí-,+x)

= <_,^.,°

■• • • <_„1^t_<rl^(''*+i),

where r¿+1 = 77(rAr+1).So

ro - %U„° ' •• ° »j5.*W4(*(r*+i))=
«^(»(«¿(O))Case 1. /' g (w2, w3]. It is enough to show that, for every t < A + 1, any
ß G ¡P (otr¡+i) s.t. P(/?, j»,.- 2) n k < ß n k, appears in rt iff it appears in r/. For
í = A + 1 it follows from the condition (c) of the lemma. Suppose it holds for t + 1.
Let 9(7,) = Pij (if 9(7,) = g,7, the argument is the same). Then r, > pt, and
rt+x = \n q,,{r) > lu,- As in Lemma 3-2-7>then also »"/> Ptj, and r/+i = V, *#(r/)
«* ?<7• Now rt follows from the definitions oîm
,p, and the assumption for r + 1
that,

for every ß G @a(av

+1) s.t. P(/>, j»( - 2) h ic < ß n k, ß appears

in r, iff g

appears in r,'.
Case 2. i G (w3, m4]. Let ß be the /?,th ordinal in P(r, vf). By arguments above,
P(r, vf) = P(p(0), vf) = P(r', vf). Suppose ß is a limit point of r s.t. ß ç P(r, vf)

and ß g Q. Let/ < k(i, 9) be the least so that Q°(i, 9) 3 Q. Then
0,(1,9)

2 ß'=dfCß^,(p)oC^)(ß)and)ß(/,/,9)

= ^,„»^(1).

Let ß1 be the least limit point in qx s.t. ß' ç Q1 ç ß ■(/, 9). Let ß2 appear in g2 s.t.
Q2 n k = ß1 n k. Set ß" = Cgi » C^.(ß'). Then ß" appears in 77(77^)) = m(rN+1)

= 'V+iBy Lemma 3.2.8, ß(j, ¡,9) G ß",

Q' n ß(j, i,<p) = Q" n ß(j, i,y),

since

0(ß,(i, 9)) > /8 (/. »',<P))and, by (d), ß1 n 0(ß,.(i, <p))= Q2 n ß(Qj(i,q>)). Let
ß = Cß°e.<»° Cô,(i,<P)(Ô")-Then ß is a limit P°int of r0',0 g ß and ß n /3 = ß n
ß. So we proved that
r l (ap¡, ß,) Q r¿ { («„,,&).
The opposite direction is the same.

D

Let us now combine Lemmas 3.2.3-3.2.6 and 3.2.9. Let/? G D(vf) n ■■• n D(v„)
n G be a condition extended as in 3.2.5, 3.2.6 and 3.2.9.

regular
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Theorem 3.2.10. Suppose qx, q2> p are such that:
(1) qx T R and q2 \ R are similar,
(2) qx(2, i) and q2(2, i) are similar for every i G (mx, mf\,

(3) q¡(j, OK«,,, ßt) = QiiJ, OI(a,,. ßf)for everyj g {1,2,3} and i g (mj_v mf],
(4) /or ei>eryj < N and all limit points ß1 of qx \ R and Q2 of q2 [ R s.t.
Q1 nK = Q2nKandQj_f(p)^
Q1 ç ßy(/?),

Q1nß{Qj(p)) = Q2nß(Qf(p)).
Then
qx Ih 9(t71x,i(/J1),...,77„xJ/3„),

A(G))

iff
g2 Ih 9(t71x„i(/í1)

,...,77„xJ/J„)

, A(G) ).

The proof follows from Lemmas 3.2.3-3.2.6 and 3.2.9.
Remark. We can replace <p(yx,... ,yn+i) by any other formula. What we used to
define/? was only the sequence of the names (m-fX^ßf),...
,mnxr (j8„)).

Theorem 3.2.11. For every v < k:
(i) every subset of av in HMD(A(G)) is in M[G [ a I,
(ii) av is a cardinal in HMD(A(G)),
(iii) ifv + 1 g A, then a„+1 is a regular cardinal in HMD(A(G)).
Proof.

Let us start with (i). Let a ç a, be in HMD(A(G)).

av\M[G]\=

(p(a, iG(7TfXVi(ßx)),. . . ,ic(ir„xPn{ßn)),

9(x0, x1,...,x„,
denote 9(x0,m^

A(G))}

Then a = {a <

for

some

formula

xn+1) which may also contain some parameters from M. Let us
(ß-f),...

,mnxv (ßf),A(G))

by ^(x0).

W.l.o.g. we can assume that

mxxp¡(ßx),. .. ,77„x„ (/}„) are ordered as in Theorem 3.2.10. Let/? G P n D(v + 2) n

r\{D(v,: + 2)|1 < i < n} n G be as in Theorem 3.2.10. We also preserve all the
notation
1 < i <
Assume
already
combine
and the

of 3.2.10. The relevant part of P will be the direct product of {Col(a /?,■)!
m,}, {£P(ap, ßj)\mx < i < m} and R. Let us denote this product by P.
also that p g P and every q g P is stronger than /?. We shall show that
the part of forcing below a„ determines a. The idea of the proof is to
the closure properties of the Levy collapse, and the supercompact Prikry
supercompact Radin forcings.

Let us denote (q(j, i)\ j = 1,2, a„ < a)"g' by q [ a for g G P and a < k
appearing in /? [ R or equal to ß*, and for some ß appearing in /? [ R, where

q' = {(P, u, T) g q r R|P n k < a}, and denote (g(/, ;)| / = 1,2, a, > a)"q'
by g \ a, where g' = {<P, w, T> g g [• R|P f) k > a}. Also let
P|a = {q[ a|gG

P}

and

P\a

= {g\a|g

G P}.

Clearly, for every q1 € P p a and g2 g P\a, qx"q2 g P, where qx" g2 is the condition generated by qx and q2 in the obvious way.
Let q g P and C = (C,,..., Cm+x) be s.t. Cx,...,Cm,Cm+x are sequences of sets
of measure one for sequences of measures ux,.. .,un, M<K+, where (Px, ux, Bx),...,
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<P„„ um, B), (M<K+, B) appear in g \ R for some P,,. . . ,Pm, P1;. . . ,
P„, P. Denote by g" C the condition obtained from g by replacing in q \ R every
(Pj, uj, Bj) by (Pj, uj, Cj n Bj) for 1 </ < m and <M<K+, P> by <A/<1C+,
Cm+1 n
P). If for every/, 1 < / < m, Pm n k > a, then we shall say that C is above a.
Let (a(/)|
/ < M < w4) be the increasing enumeration of all ar (1 < /' < m4)

s.t. p, > v. Set a(0) = a„.
We proved Theorem 3.2.10 for the similar conditions qx, q2 > /?. The notion of
similarity is an equivalence relation, but the number of equivalence classes is too
large. Let us define a weaker notion with fewer equivalence classes.
Definition
3.2.12. For qx, q2 in P we say qx, q2 are almost similar and write
qx « g2 iff
(1) for every q[ > qx there is g2 > g2, so that, for some direct extension q'x of q[
(i.e. obtained only by shrinking sets of measure one Prikry and Radin parts of q[), q[
and q'2satisfy conditions (l)-(4) of Theorem 3.2.10,
(2) for every q2 > q2 there is q[ > qx so that, for some direct extension q2 of g2, q[
and g2 satisfy conditions (l)-(4) of Theorem 3.2.10.
It is easy to check that = is an equivalence relation on P.

Lemma 3.2.13. Let qx, q2 be almost similar, y < av, i G 2. Then qx Ih '^(y)
g2 Ih '^(y), where '* is ^ if i = 0 and ~"<Vifi = l.

iff

Proof. Suppose qx Ih ^(y) and g2 V- ^(y). Then there is g2 > g2 and g2
Ih-1 y(y). Let q'x and g2 be as in 3.2.12(2). Then q'x Ih *(y) and g2 II-~"^(y). But
q[, g2 satisfy conditions (l)-(4) of Theorem 3.2.10. So it is impossible which forms a
contradiction and the lemma is proved.
Definition
3.2.14. Let a < k appear in /? or, for some ß, let a = ß* appear in p.
For qx, q2 g P \ a we say g,, g2 are almost similar (gx » g2) if qx^p\a,
and
g2~p\a

are almost similar.

Now let us count the number of = -equivalence classes.
Lemma 3.2.15. Let af appear inp or a^_x appear in p for some | < k. Then there is 8
so that p Ih o < ai+1 and there are less than 8 = -equivalence classes of elements of

pr af.
Proof. First notice that, in case o^ appears in /?, a(+x = af, and so /? already
knows a(+l. Also if a(_x appears in/? (i.e. a{ = af_x) and a(_x G {a„ Jl < j < rn4),
then/? knows ai+1, since then/? g D(£, + 1).
We consider few cases.
Case 1. | is not a limit ordinal and a£ Í {o„ |1 < / < w3}. Then set 8 = (22H)+.
Let {gT|T < 5} be a subset of P \ a£. We would like to find almost two similar
elements in this set. W.l.o.g. we can assume that gT f a(_x = gTj \ ai_1 for every
rx, t2 < 8 since the cardinality of P f > a^_x is less than 8. Now if a( = a* for some
a in/?, then P { a( = P \ a¿_x, and hence gT = gT for every rx, t2 < 8. Otherwise a£
appears in p. But since | is nonlimit and a£ ¿ {a„ Jl < i < w3}, then a£ also cannot
be in {a„ Jl < i < m4}. (Every v(, m3 < i < m4, is a limit ordinal.) Then we have
no restrictions on the forcing between a£ and a(+1 = a* in Theorem 3.2.10.
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Let (P(p, £), u) appear in p. We denote by R(p, a£, a£+1) the fragment
between P(p,£2) and P(p,£), i.e. R(p, a(, a(+x) = {(QX,...,Q„, P)|for
q G R, q > /? T R, {P(p,i),u,B)&q
and (ßi,...,ß„)
is the sequence
between P(/?, £ - 2) and P(/?, £)}.
We shall denote (ß1;... ,Q„, B) by q\R(p, a£, a£+1). The order on R(p, a£,
is defined as for supercompact Prikry forcing using the measure u.
Let Tj, t2 < 8. It is enough to show that
<Ir,\R(P, «£> «f+l)

= df?l> 1t2\R(P,

of R
some
in g

a£+1)

«í> «i+l)

are almost similar. Work in R(p, a£, «£+1). Let q[ ^ gj and choose g2 > g2 with the
same length of the sequence as in q[ and with the set of measure one contained in
those of q{. But then a direct extension of q[ is similar to g2.
The same argument gives converse direction. Hence qx ~ q2. So qT * qr .
Case 2. £ is not a limit ordinal and a( = av for some i, 1 < i < m3. Then set

8 = (22ß')+. Let {gT|r < 8} ç P f a£. The cardinality of Pla^

is less than 8.

W.l.o.g. we can assume that, for every rx, t2 < 8, qT Í a^_f = gTi ¡ a^_x. Also we

can assume that gT(/, 0 I («„,, ßn) = qTl(j, 0 Ï («,,. &,), where/ - 1 if 1< i < Wj
and/ = 2 if w, < / < /w2, since the total number of such restrictions is less than 8.
Now in case 1 < / < mx, we are finished. Then every gT(l, i) is a condition in the
Levy collapse and it means that gT, gT are almost similar for t1? t2 < S. In case
m, < i < w2, we need to work a little more. In this case gT(2, i) is a condition in
@(av, av +1). Let PT be the set of measure one that appears in gT(2, /') for t < 5. Set

5,-'{<ßinA,...,ß,nA>|ii'<«,

{Qi,---,Qn)_^\Bf\n}. Then \Br\ = ß, So

w.l.o.g. we can assume that, for every t,, t2 < 8, BT = BT. But then qT = qT for
every t1( t2 < 6. Since qT T a£_, = gT f a£_, it is enough to show only that
gTi(2, /') ~ gT2(2, /'). Let q[ g SP(av, a„. + 1) be stronger than gT[(2, /'). Say
q{ = gTi(2, 0" <ßu,. ...ßi,. Bf). Then there are (ß21,... ,ß2„> g [ßj" s.t. Q2j n

A- = ßi7 n jS,for every/, 1 < / < n. Let

02~?r2(2,O"(021.>.<.flî»>*2>.
where
p2 = (pT2 n Ä, - (ß

g Pami(a,i+1)\Q

2 ß2„or

ß n «,_ < ß2„ n «„„}).

Then q{ = q'x~B2 is similar to g2. In the same way it is possible to find every
g2 > gT2(2,/') and q[ > gT[(2, ;') s.t. a direct extension of g2 is similar to q[. Hence
gT[(2, /') and gT2(2,/') are almost similar, and so gT, gT are almost similar.
The case m2 < i < m3 is as the Prikry case above.

Case 3. £ is a limit ordinal. Let ß that appears in /?|R be s.t. ß n k = a£. Let
8 = (22C°""0>>+),
where ß(Q) is as in Theorem 3.2.10. Let {gT|T < 5} ç P [ a{. Let
Qf be the maximal limit point of p [ R below Q, if such exists, or the empty set
otherwise. Let ß, n k = y. For every /', 1 < i < m3, av < a£ implies a„ < y since
/? g D(v¡ + 2). So between y and a£ we have only the supercompact Radin forcing.
Since the cardinality of P f y is less than 8, it is safe to assume that qT¡ f y = qr f y
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for every jx, t2 < 8. For t < 8 let
4r = «ßi.

«o. K),

(Pn, «rt. Bt1),...,(Pt„t,

uT„r, BT„), (Q, u, PT>}

be the part of gT r R between Qx and ß. W.l.o.g. we can assume that, for every
T[, T2 < 8,
(a) nT = nT

= n,

(b)P^nß(Q)
= PT2Jnß(Q);
for every/, 1 </ < n,
(c)(ut¡j,Bt¡x)

= (uT2J,BT2J)

= (uj,Bj);

and for every/, 1 </ < n,
(d) PTi0 = PT2o_= P0.

We denote by PT the set {«r,

n ß(Q),vx,

Ef),...,(Tm

n jß(ß), vm, Em))\m

g to,

((Pj, t?,,,Ef),.. .,(Tm, vm, Em)) is addable to (Q, u, PT)}. The number of such PT's
is less than 8. So let us assume that, for every tx, t2 < 8, PT = PT. But then every
two gT, gT will be almost similar. It is enough to show only that qx = df gT I"
R\(PT„
n k) and g2 =dfgT f R\(PT „ n k) are almost similar. So let

íí-íift((ri.»i.*i).(rB,í»,íJ}-_
Then {(Pj n ß(Q), vx, Ex),..., (Tm n j8(ß), vm, Em)} G PTj = BTi. Hence there is a
sequence {(Sx,vx,Ef),...,(Sm,vm,Em)}
addable to (Q, u, B ) such that Sn

ß(Q) = Tj n ß(Q) for every/, 1 < / < m.
Let gi = gi~(PTi n PTj) and g2 = g2^{<51, Dl, £1>,...,<5m, vm, Em)}. Then ft
is a direct extension of g{, q[, q'2 are similar and they satisfy the conditions of

Theorem 3.2.10. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.15.
Now we return to the proof of Theorem 3.2.11.
Let If < M be the least s.t. a(lf) > a„ for i g [1, m2], i.e. above a(lf) in P
everything comes from R. For every y < av and every q G P \ a(lf), Woodin's
argument

[17] provides

a sequence

C(y, q) of sequences

of sets of measure

above a(/x) so that the following holds. There is q' > g~p\a(lf)~

one

C(y, g), g' \

a(lf) = g and
g'lh'*(y)

iff

g-/?\a(/1)-C(y,g)lh'^(y),

where / g 2 and °^ = ^, ^ ="■ ^, but for g: = g2, C(y, g:) = C(y, qf) which
follows from Woodin's construction of C(y, g) and Lemma 3.2.13. Using completeness of measures above a(lf) and Lemma 3.2.15 we can replace all C(y, q) by a

single set C.
Then, for every q G Pla^)

and y < a„, there is qx g P\a(lx) s.t. qx> q and

grp\«('i)"Cj|*(y),
since there is some q' > q~p\a(lf)~
C which decides V(y). Let qx = q'\a(lf).
Then qx~p\ a(lf)~ C(y, qx)\\V(y). But by choice of C, qx^p\a(lx)^
C is stronger

thangi^pXa^rCiy.gx).^
Now let us define the sets 7(1) by induction for every / < lx such that

(l)/?\a(/rf(/)GP\«(/),
(2) for every q G P \ a(l) and every y < a„, there is q' g P|a(/)

f'~p\a(0~f(/)||*(f).

s.t. q' > q and
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Set 7(1x) = C. Suppose now that 7(1') is defined for every /',/</'<
lx. Let us
define t(l). Suppose a(l) = a( for some £ < k. We consider two cases.
Case 1. a(l + 1) = av for some i, mx < i < m4. So Prikry or Radin forcings were
used between a£ + 1 and a(l + 1). By [13 or 17] for every q g P [ a(l) there is a
sequence of sets, C(y, q), of measure one above a(l), so that the following holds.

There is q' > q~p\a(l)~7y(l

g'lh'^(y)

+ iyC(y,q),q'\

iff q-p\a(l)-7f(l+

a(l) = q,

1)~ C(y, g) Ih'*(y)

for/G 2.

Once more, for gj = g2, C(y, g,) = C(y, g2) which follows from the construction
of C(y, g) in [13 or 17] and Lemma 3.2.13. By completeness of measures and
Lemma 3.2.15 it is possible to replace all C(y, g) by its coordinatewise intersection

C. Set 7(1)= C~ 7(1+ 1). Then, clearly,p \ a(l)~ 7(1)g P\a(l). Let g g P ¡ a(l),
y < av. By the inductive

assumption

there is q" g P [ a(l + 1) s.t. g" > q~p {

a(l + l)~Cand

q"-p\a(l+

l)~7(l+ l)H^(y).

Set q' = q"~p \ a(l + 1)~ 7(1+ 1) and q' = q' \ a(l). Then

g'>g'-/?\«(/)-ry(/+l)-C.
It implies that g' > q'"p \ a(iy 7y(l + 1)" C(y, g'). Hence

g'>\a(/)-rY(/+l)-C(y,g)||^(y).
So the stronger condition q'~p\a(l)"ty(l)
decides ^(y), but q' > q. Case 1 is
proved.
Case 2. a(l + 1) = av for some i, 1 «S /' < mx. Then v¡ is a nonlimit ordinal and
the Levy collapse was used between a„ and a„ +1. Let us assume for simplicity that
av_x = a(l). If a„_x > a(l), then we shall first go down to P|a^_!
and then
continue as in Case 1 to P|a(/). Let T be a maximal subset of P|a(/) consisting of
pairwise not almost similar elements.

Then by Lemma 3.2.15 the cardinality of T is some Ô < a„ = a(l + 1). Let
(gT|T < 8) be an enumeration of T. We define by induction an increasing sequence
(f(y)\y
< a„) of conditions in Col(a„., av +1). Let
r(0) = p(l, i). Suppose
(r(v')|y'
< y) is defined. Let r = U{r(y')|y'
< y}. r(y) will be the union of the
sequence (st\t < 8) defined as follows. Set s0 = r. Now if there exists an s g
Col(a„, a„. + 1), s > r, s.t.

q0~s"p\a(l

+ l)~7(l + l)\\<f(y),

then let sx = s. Otherwise sx = s0. Suppose that, for every r' < t, st- is defined. Let
s'r = \J{st,\t'
< t}. Notice that 8 < av so s'T g Col(a^, a„ +1). If there exists an
s ^ s'T s.t.

gT~^/?\a(/+l)~r(/+l)||*(y),
then let sT = s. Otherwise set sr = s'r.
Now set r = U{r(y)|y
< af}. Since I + 1 > 0, av < av = a(l + 1) and so r g

Col(a„, av +1). We define 7(1) = r~ 7(1+ 1).
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Let us check that for every g g P [ a(l)

and y < av there is g' g P f a(l)

s.t.

q' > q and q'^p\a(l)^7(l)\\^(y).
So, for fixed g G P [ a(l + 1) and y < a„, let
g" G P\a(l + 1) be s.t. g" > g~r and g"~/? \ a(l + 1)~ F(/ + l)||¥(y). Set g' = g"
[ a(l).

Let g" = q'~ s for some s G Col(a„, a„ +1). Then g" = gT for some t < 8.

By Lemma 3.2.13,

gT~i~/>\a(/+l)~r(/+l)||*(y).
Then, on the step t in the construction of r(y) we have

qT~sT~pXct(l+l)~7(l+l)\\*(y).
Hence

gT"r~/?\a(/

+ l)"r(/

+ l)||^(y)

3.2.13, we obtain that g'~r"/?\a(/

since r > r(y) > jT. Applying

+ l)~f(/+

Lemma

l)||*(y). But it means that

q'-p\a(l)-7(l)\\ny).
Case 2 is proved.
Now for / = 0 we have a set t(0) s.t., for every g G P|a„ every y < a„ and every
y < o¡„, there is g' g P|a„ s.t. q' > q and g'~ p \ a„" 7(Q)\\ty(y), where the/? that we
started with can be chosen as an extension of an arbitrary condition. The above
means that P|a„ already determines the set a. This completes the proof of Theorem

3.2.11(i).
(ii) It is enough proof that a„ is a cardinal in HMD(^4(G)) only for nonlimit v. So
let v = v' + 1. Now if a„ is collapsed, there must be a function /: ay «->a„, by
Lemma 3.2.1. It can be coded as a subset of av>. Hence /g M[G|a„/]. But it is
impossible, since by Lemmas 3.2.13 and 3.2.15, almost similar conditions in P|a„'
must force the same values and there are less than a„ pairwise not almost similar
conditions. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.11(h).
(iii) Suppose now that v.+ 1 e A and there is/: a„ -* a„+1 unbounded in a„+1.
Let / be determined by some formula 9(x0, xx,.. .,x„+2) which include some
parameters

from M, sovneiG(tTfXv (ßx)),...,iG(irnxv

( ßn)), and A(G), i.e. for a < av,

0<«,+i
f(a)

= ß

iff

M[G)

= <p(a,ß,iG('rrxxVi(ßl)),...,A(G))=di*(a,ß).

Let us use the same notation as in (i). Then in (i), there is some t s.t.

(l)p\«,+r£eP\a„+1,
(2) for every q G P [ a„ + 1 and every yx < a„, y2 < av+1, there is q' g P [ a„ + 1 s.t.

q' > q and

«"\p\«,+rïii*(fi.*2)Let (gT|r < 8) be a maximal subset of P \ av consisting of pairwise not almost
similar conditions. By Lemma 3.2.15, 8 < av+x. By induction we define, for every
y < a„, an increasing sequence (r(y)|y < af) of conditions in Col(a„+1, a„+2) as
follows. Notice that this forcing was used for a„+1 since v + 1 G A. Let r(0) =
(P r «,+i)\«,Suppose that <r(y')|y' < y> is defined. Set r = U{r(y')|y' < y}.
r(y) will be the union of the increasing sequence (jt|t < 8) defined below. Set
s0 = r. Now if there are somes > s0and ß < a„+1 s.t. g0"*"p\«^+i"'
Ih ^(y, fi),
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then let sx = some such s. Otherwise sx = s0. We continue in such a way for every
t < 8, i.e. if there are s > sT and ß < ap+x s.t.

then we pick some such 5 and set sr+x = s. Otherwise sT+1 = sT. It completes the
definition of (r(y)|y < a„). Set r = Uy<<^ r(y). Then the condition

p r a„-r"p\av+1~7
forces that the function ¥ be bounded in a„ + 1 and, by Lemma 3.2.13, almost similar
conditions force the same. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.11(iii).
The next statement based on Mitchell's result [12] says that the regularity of k is
preserved in generic extensions by Radin forcing of the length k+. In our case only
one additional argument is needed.

Theorem 3.2.16. k is a regular cardinal in H Af D(^(G)).
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then in M[G] there is an A/-definable function a with
parameters from A(G) from some 8 < k unboundedly into k. Let
<p(x0,

Xf, iG(tTfXVi(ßf)),...

,jg(tt„

x„l[ß„)),

A(G))

be a formula which defines a and is allowed to also contain some parameters from
M. Let us denote 9 by ^(x0, xf).
Let /? and P be as in Theorem 3.2.11 for the formula ^1. Suppose also that, for
some v > Max{ vt\l < j < n), a, appears in/?. Let ß be in/? s.t. ß n k = av.
Lemma 3.2.17. Let (qa\a < k + > be in P and let every qa be of the form
PcT (M<K+, T), for some fixed T, where every pa is a lower part, i.e. there is no M<K*
inpa.

Then there are tx, r2 < k+ s.t. q7, qT are similar and satisfy the conditions (l)-(4)

of

Theorem 3.2.10.
Proof.
W.l.o.g. we can assume that /?T[{ av ■»pT \ av for every rx, t2 < tc+,
since a„ appears in/?, and so |P [ aj < k. Let
Pt\«,

= {(Q, "> 5t0>» (ßrl.

«Tl. Rrl),-..,(QrmT,

«™,- Brm7)}-

It is safe to assume that for every t,, t2 < k
(a) mT = mr

= m,

(b) PT]j n k = PTiJn k for every/,
(c) (uTiJ, Bru)

!</

= (uT2j, BT2j) for every/,

< m,
1 </

< m,

(d) PTi0 = PT20.

But (a)-(d)

together with/?T| [ av = pT2T a„ means that gT[,gTj are similar and satisfy

conditions (l)-(4) of Theorem 3.2.10. D
The continuation of the proof is as in Mitchell [12]. Lemma 3.2.15 and Theorem
3.2.10 are used to insure that the set {K£, n, /?)|£ < 8, n < u, p is a lower part
addable to(Ai<K+,P>}is bounded below k+. □
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4. The model NA.
Definition 4.1. Let NAbe the set of all sets in HMD(A(G)) of rank less than k.

Theorem 4.2. NAis a model of ZF.
Proof. Obviously, since k is a limit cardinal in HMD(A), NA satisfies all the
axioms of ZF except probably the Replacement Axiom.
Suppose that it fails in NA. Then for some set X in NA there is a class function F
on X s.t. F"(X)£
NA. Since NA satisfies the Separation Axiom, w.l.o.g. we can
assume that rng Fçk and it is unbounded in k. Also let X = Va for some a < k and
let a be the minimal s.t. there is a class function from Va unboundedly into k. Such a
cannot be a limit ordinal since then there is a class function F': a -» k, unbounded

in k. But HMD(A(G)) is a model of ZF, hence F' g HMD(A(G)) and so, k is a
singular cardinal in HMD(A(G)).
It contradicts Theorem 3.2.16. So, for some
8 < k, there is, in HAfD(^4(G)), F: £P(Vf) -» k s.t. rng Pis unbounded in k. In order
to complete the proof we need the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Let ß = ß' + n for a limit ordinal ß' < k. Then
VaA C VaM[G*aß+2,,}
ß
— p

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on ß.
If ß is limit and the statement holds for every y < ß, then

VßN/"=U VyN"
ç lj{ VWct-y+*"]\y< ß, y = y' + n
y<ß
for some n < u and y' < ß a limit ordinal >
Ç U{ VyM[G,ai>]\y
< ß) = VßMlGtaf].

Now suppose ß = ß' + n for a limit ordinal ß' < k, n =h 0 and
yß' + n~l

=

y ß' + n-l

The cardinality of VßV}c^+*"-»] is less than aß. + 2n in M[G\aß, + 2{n_X)]since aß, + 2n
is inaccessible in this model. Let a ç Vß,%n_f be in NA. Then a can be viewed as a

subset of aß,+2n which belongs to HM[G|a/3.+2(n_1)]D(^(G)). Then the analog of
Theorem 3.2.11, for M replaced by A/[G|a/8.+2(„_1)], implies a g M[G\aß.+2n].
Hence a g vñM[G*ar+^
since a c— K5[G|af+2'»-"1
c— V0YlG^:+2"].
□
P
ß +n —1 _
ß +n— 1

_

Now using the lemma, we can find F in HM[G|ag]D(,4(G))
s.t. F: a -* k
unboundedly for some ä < k, where 8 = 8' + 2n for the maximal limit 8' < 8 s.t.
8 = 8' + n. But it contradicts the analog of Theorem 3.2.16 for M replaced by
M[G\ag]. So we get the contradiction to the assumption that the Axiom of

Replacement fails in NA. D
Theorem

4.4. For every a > 0, NA 1= Xa is regular iff a e A.

The proof follows from 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.11.
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5. Some open questions.
Question 1. Is there a model Af of ZFC without weakly inaccessible cardinals s.t.
for every class A of M consisting of nonlimit ordinals there is a model NA of ZF s.t.
those regular alephs are exactly {SQ|aG^U{0}}?
Notice that the model we started with has a lot of inaccessible cardinals below k.
Now about the consistency strength: clearly, Con(ZF + "only K0 and Sx are
regular") implies Con(ZF + "Va > 0 Sa is singular"). It is natural to ask the
following
Question 2. Does Con(ZF + Va > 0 Na is singular) imply Con(ZF + "only S0
and S f are regular alephs")?
Our conjecture is that the statement Con(ZF + "only S0 and Kj are regular
alephs") is stronger. How strong is it? For example,
Question 3. Does Con(ZF + "only S0 and Sj are regular alephs") imply Con(ZF
+ " the regular uncountable alephs are exactly {^„+120!« e ®n}")?
The following question may be more interesting.
Question 4. What are the possible values of the cofinality function in models of

ZF?
Here we already do not know if it is possible to construct
S3,N4,S5,N6 are all of the cofinality N3.

a model in which

If we take S1,S2,K3,S4 or 82,S3,S4,S5
instead, then it is possible from AD
and we do not know any other way to obtain it. Our impression is that somewhere
here must start statements provable in ZF.
The next question is due to H. Woodin and it is related to the previous one.
Question 5. Is there a model of ZF + DC + "only S0 and Sx are the regular
cardinals"?
In the models NA constructed above, already the Axiom of Choice for two-element
sets fails.
Let us finish with the question this work started from. Unfortunately, we still do
not know the answer.
Question 6 (Specker [16]). Is it consistent with ZF that, for every a, 2*° is a
countable union of sets of cardinality S a?
Feferman and Levy [3] proved that it is consistent with ZF + "2S° is a countable
union of countable sets". See also [5] for some related results.
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